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PlanSign

ABS/Glass Signs

• Wall sign, projecting sign, suspended sign,
meeting room sign and desk sign.
• Paperflex sign for paper insert of international
and letter sizes for quick updating.
• Monolith as an info stand.
• PlanVision, a digital information system built into
a monolith, wall sign or suspended sign.

Glass is a rigid material but with an entirely random molecular
structure which allows the passage of light and is transparent. This
gives glass unique properties compared with other materials, and
the use of transparent materials such as glass and ABS for signage
presents exciting challenges. In addition, glass is an environmentfriendly, permanent, variation-rich and cost-effective material that
requires a minimum of upkeep.

CurveSign

Indoor Monoliths

A complete sign system in timeless design and
sturdy material with a unique lock system.

A complete signage system featuring timeless design,
sturdy materials, gently curved front and a unique
locking system - that matches all environments,
including the environment of the future.
• Wall signs, projecting sign, suspended signs,
meeting room signs and desk signs.
• Paperflex signs for standard paper formats for quick updating.
• Monoliths as info stands.

Like glass, ABS is a material which allows one to indulge one’s creative
instincts and produce a product which is both unique and distinctive.

Interacting with architecture and the environment.
Monoliths are made of aluminium, steel and glass and are designed to
harmonise with the other signage and the building as a whole. Graphics and
choice of colour are coordinated with design manuals and the environment.
Lighting can be built into monoliths to illuminate logos in the dark.
The monoliths can also be fully or partially illuminated using spots
mounted at ground level. Our graphic designers prepare sketches and
draft designs in consultation with the customer prior to production.

LockSign

Signs for Homes

• Wall sign, projecting sign, suspended sign,
meeting room sign and desk sign.
• Paperflex sign for paper insert of international
and letter sizes for quick updating.
• Monolith as an info stand.
• Digital information system built into a
monolith, wall sign or suspended sign.

The signs are a part of the classic LockSign signing system,
a comprehensive range of sign sizes and types that can be
combined with each other to provide uniform signage
of the entire indoor and outdoor environment.

Braille and Tactile

GuideSign

A sign system in classic design and sturdy
material with a unique lock system.

Braille is a tactile medium, which is above all
used by blind and visually impaired people.
The term tactile refers to the fact that the
sense of touch is used in reading.
Using braille it is possible to reproduce letters, numbers,
punctuation marks, mathematical characters, words and
syllables, symbols and notes to be read using the fingertips.

Flexible and sturdy signs with unique locking system,
particularly suitable for apartment blocks and institutions.

A complete signage system in timeless design, sturdy materials,
unique locking system - matches all environments, including the
environment of the future.
GuideSign is a modular sign system with a comprehensive range
of sign sizes and types that are mutually compatible and can be
combined in a countless variety of ways, thus providing opportunities
for uniform and consistent signage of the entire indoor and outdoor
environment.

Outdoor Signage
Outdoor signs by DanSign help create
a professional impression in the minds
of visitors and employees alike.
The signs must be designed to blend with
the surrounding environment, and a great
deal of thought must be given to detail.
Moreover, the signs also play an important
and practical role in guiding people
to the right location in relation to the
reception area, staff entrances etc.
DanSign offers individually customised
solutions with or without built-in lighting
in facade signs, monoliths etc. using
neon lights or LEDs, for example.

Electronic Signage
The complex task of wayfinding in a building
becomes simple with a digital sign solution.
Signs are automatically updated by a click
of the mouse, visitors are guided to their
destination, and you staff saves time to
concentrate on customes service.
Our digital sign system offers a perfect sign
solution in any building where you want
service and inform guests and employees about
meeting room activities, welcoming of guests,
anniversaries or even internal information.
It is the ideal solution for providing guests and
employees with information about meeting
room activities, welcoming guests, redletter days or perhaps internal information
about sales curves or production levels.

